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In my reimagined world 
The latino community wouldn’t suck the life force out of the Black source  
They would no longer long to be us without being us 
 
In my reimagined world nigga would no longer linger 
Black people wouldn’t feel firm with identifying with a derogatory term  
 
In my reimagined world Black fathers wouldn’t have to worry about how long their 
toddler could be a toddler  
Or have to worry about how the white man cares more about their dollars  
 
In my reimagined world Black and Brown kids would be able to focus in class 
without having trauma for their head like gas 
 
Oh and the word minority would be abolished too 
What type of sense does that make? 
There’s more POC in the world  
 
Sometimes, when I get down  
I think in my reimagined world white people would have to disappear  
Their colonialism and imperialism left wounds way too deep 
 
Then they put bleach in those wounds with their sistema de castas and apartheid  
Istart to think there’s too much PTSD and brainwashing for this reality to become the 
reality I want  
 
Then my common sense comes back and tells me that doesn’t mean don’t fight.  
Just because my original dream may not come true  
That doesn’t mean myself and others can’t become a new reimagined dream 
  
I guess I should rephrase 
I cannot tell you what my reimagined world is  
Because I don’t know what the future holds 
 
I can tell you about my Black and Brown friends who do their very best in school 
I can tell you about my white friends who tell me that even though they will never 
understand my struggle, they support me 
  
I can tell you about the tears my peers and I share signifying that we won’t stop until 
stuff is how we want it to appear  
 


